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INTRODUCTION
I choose this line for the length of it, certainly, but also for the economical importance that it
could have, linking the east to to west. Part of the magnificent Eva cat network, enclosed in the eternal
Eda economic plan, this line will be a great success:

The complete international network will certainly have a value of more than a Trillion USD, and
will include much more lines than in this image... In this text I will use the USD, as monetary unit, but
you could easily transfer it in other currency. Don't forget than prices will be inter-winded with the
local economy, and may not be applicable to every situation:
Electricity prices per kw*h:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Russia: 0.11 USD
USA: 0.12 USD
Quebec: 0.07 USD
Denmark: 0.41 USD
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It should be noted that the tube could follow the railway, over and beside it, for economics
reasons. So at the same time we will have to rebuild the electrical wiring system of the train itself, at
a cost close to 1 billion USD.
It should be noted too, that the tube could use a complete new path, base on topographic
calculations, for an optimize route time from point A to B, because the railroad has too much turns for
achieving great speed in the tube that is fastest with superior acceleration...
I built an application to achieved that, a “cat software of the EA PRINCESS series”, that has a
resolution of 1 km width and a vertical precision of a meter:

This map, with the maximal resolution having a size of 42 Megabytes: 23040X2340. With 240
pixels per degree, at that latitude: <>3 pixels/km. I think those data came from a NASA program, and
it is distribute freely on the web. Of course, better resolution is achieved in google earth, but those
data could cost hundreds of millions dollars to be accessed in the preferable way, they wouldn't like to
be copied, it's the product of their business.
But, a lot could be done with those parameters. A preliminary calculations, give me, for 10 km
straight lines, so 10 000 km / 10 km = 1000 turns, with a maximal speed of 150 m/s, and an acceleration
of 5 m/s², if those turns are 50 m/s limiting speed, a total of:
10 000 000 m / 125 m/s / 3600 s = 22 hours (4.25 USD Electric and some sleep)
For 100 km straight lines, so 10 000 km / 100 km = 100 turns, with a maximal speed of 1000 m/s,
and an acceleration of 10 m/s², if those turns are 50 m/s limiting speed, a total of:
10 000 000 m / 475 m/s / 3600 s = 5 hours 48 minutes (225 USD Electric for sportsman)
This last configuration is faster that the plane (with boarding !), because we don't want
explosive in the tube, but it will be faster than the plane. But, I'm betting, that we will be closer to
that calculations, with the use of ultra high tower of type EVA CAT SUPREME INFINITE TOWER:
7432 (km) / 350 (m/s) = ± 6 Hours (± 7 USD with 100 X 100% limiting turn) + 3 $ (100 Millions
Pass. Per year) per person for infrastructures + personnel ??? + security ???
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CATS STRUCTURES

THE ETERNAL VIGOUROUS SENTINEL
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THE BRIDGES

This bridge is great, and we can't never forget about ice...
For the Tube bridge, it could be up to 1,000,000 kg of ice every 250 meters, to melt with
electricity. The worst part of this ice will be on the SHELVE SUPER DUPER DUCK, that will allow the
wind to be reduced by a factor of about 5. But what is great about those devices, is that heat could be
created inside, and after being dissipated through out the exterior, where the ice in formation will be
transform in water. See next page for the drawing of this kind of Tube: THE EVA CHAT TOUR
SUPRÊME INFINI.
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The basic configuration, will only include 4 tubes with a theoretical capacity of about 1 Billions
passengers per year. 2(Direction) X (3600 X 24 X 365) X (5(pass.)/(150(m)/500(m/s))): 75 % of
people of China that could take a trip to Europe every year...
That amount of passengers could have a tax return and amount to pay for the tube, of 0.0005
USD/km = 3.7 Billions USD/year (few more than 3 USD for the entire path), so a ticket price of 5$.
But, for now, it's pure fantasies. The ticket price for Shanghai to Paris, for shopping, is about 1 000
USD for non-stop flight round trip. For the next 20 years, planes could be used, but after the prices
could increase greatly :()
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AERIAL

There are some bridges to be build in the Moscow-Vladivostok link :) The good point is that, the
tube bridges are many time cheaper than the ordinary road-railway one.
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SUBMARINE

As the reader could see on the network map, at the end of the line, at Vladivostok, there is a
loop to the Japan :) There is more on the Eva Whale in the book: “Exceptional engineering projects”.
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TYPE A

This simplified model of transport tower (for secondary networks), is about 4 meters high, and
could hold one tube and be placed on springs. Built with steel, they could have a duration of more than
75 years, depending on condition. The reader must consider that I put a lot more metal than required,
but in counterpart, the cost of assembly is difficult to estimated: 0.046 m³, that give a cost of about
0.046 m³ X 7 800 kg/m³ X 1.2 $/kg (Alibaba) = 430 USD + assembly. US $900-1,200 / Metric Tons |
50 Metric Ton/Metric Tons (Min. Order) : Alibaba
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THE LINE

THE ETERNAL CARAMEL WATCHER
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MOSCOW-TYUMEN

•

Car: 28 hours, 2100 km, 160 USD

•

train: 28 hours, 125 USD

•

plane: 2.5 hours, 105 USD

•

Target Eva cat of Eda economic plan:
◦

1:20 hours

◦ 0.29 USD electricity
◦ 8.4 E9 USD: 0.84 USD with 100 years duration and 100 E6 passengers per year
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TYUMEN-NOVOSIBIRSK

•

Car: 16 hours, 1280 km, 100 USD

•

train: 16 hours, 75 USD

•

plane: 1.5 hours, 250 USD

•

Target Eva cat of Eda economic plan:
◦ 0:43 hours
◦ 0.29 USD electricity
◦ 5.12 E9 USD: 0.51 USD with 100 years duration and 100 E6 passengers per year
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NOVOSIBIRSK-IRKUTSK

•

Car: 24 hours, 1850 km, 150 USD

•

train: 30 hours, 125 USD

•

plane: 2.25 hours, 300 USD

•

Target Eva cat of Eda economic plan:
◦

1:02 hours

◦ 0.29 USD electricity
◦ 7.4 E9 USD: 0.74 USD with 100 years duration and 100 E6 passengers per year
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With Beta software 1.0 supreme cat

Transport towers height max: 200 meters
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IRKUTSK-VLADIVOSTOCK
•

Car: 50 hours, 3954 km = 300 USD

•

Train: 3 days, 417 USD

•

Plane: 4 hours, 372 USD

•

Target Eva cat of Eda economic plan:
◦ 2:12 hours
◦ 0.45 USD electricity
◦ 15.8 E9 USD: 1.58 USD with 100 years duration and 100 E6 passengers per year
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TOTAL LINE
•

Car: 118 hours, 9184 km = 710 USD in fuel + car capital share and maintenance

•

Train: 6 days, 742 USD

•

Plane: 10.25 hours, 1027 USD

•

Target Eva cat of Eda economic plan:
◦ 5:16 hours, that could be reduced from 9184 km to 7432 km: 4:20 hours
◦ 4.98 USD (electricity + capital) with 100 years duration and 100 E6 passengers per year
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SECURITY ANALYSIS

Items

Amount (USD) per month

Rank

40

Duty

122

Services

40

Difficults conditions

128

Special training

330

Incentive

122

Regional coefficient

150

Less Tax

-117

Total

715
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Probably than one brigade will be required, so 8 000 soldiers, four regimental units, for the 10
000 km link, with a revenue of 0.87 USD per passengers, will give a global compensation of 25 Millions
USD per year, but those number will include some materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Soldiers: 8 000 * 820 * 12 = 78 000 000 USD
The Sherp ATV: 200 * 65 000 = 13 000 000 USD
New Railroad ATV: 125 * 65 000 = 8 125 000 USD
TTM-4902 : 100 * 500 000 = 50 000 000 USD
Can-Am off-road: 500 * 40 000 = 20 000 000 USD

A grand total of 90 Millions in acquisition, so probably a cost of 87 Millions per year with the
soldiers (10% maintenance and operation).

Seven battalions of 285 soldiers, in each regiments, and seven companies in each battalions, for
40 soldiers: base on localization, those forces will have a motorize unit in each battalions: 35 vehicles.
Each battalions will have to performed 357 km screening of the tube 24 hours a day, and 365
days per year...
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Mini-Housing: For the complete surveillance of the tube, we will need some shelter between
cities, weapons and others considerations... I'm planning about 15 houses for each 350 km, at a cost of
50 000 USD each, will give us a prizes of 22 500 000 USD.
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CONCLUSION
In this text, I tried to give a range of possibilities. At last, this project is highly political, and
will be the source of many evils :)
But, it's nothing versus the possibility to be out of fuel, in 25 years, and having no ways to
transport our citizen from one side of the country to the other, this hold for all country of our
planet...
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The ultra supreme cats books series:

•
•
•
•
•

NON-EINSTEINIUM PHYSICS
EXCEPTIONAL ENGINEERING PROJECTS
GENERAL BIOLOGY
MARS CONQUEST
GALACTIC CONQUEST AND POST MODERN WEAPONS

The Website:

SUPER ETERNAL KITTENS SCIENCES 2019
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